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OPA 

"A Slice of Greece"

OPA is a tiny cafe that serves up authentic Greek food that is prepared

village-style. Set up in a home that is decorated in true Greek manner with

white washed walls and bright blue windows, this quaint restaurant will

charm you with its friendly atmosphere. Sit outside under a blue-canopied

table and feel transported to Greece, as the tantalizing smell of lamb

roasting over an outdoor spit, wafts towards you. Traditional dishes like

gyro, spanakopita, dolmades are served with their homemade pita bread.

Be sure to try one of their more popular dishes like the lamb plate or the

opa plate, both of which will definitely leave you feeling full and satisfied.

Pair a meal here with a beer or wine or simply finish it off with a traditional

Greek coffee.

 + 1 423 305 0038  opacaffe.com/  249 River Street, Chattanooga TN
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Epicurean Restaurant 

"Traditional Greek Dishes and More"

Your palette will delight at the delicious variety found at this fine dining

establishment. Juicy steaks and delectable lobster are specialities of the

House. Veggie lovers will be pleased with a delicious vegetable plate. As

the name implies, you will find delicious, traditional Greek dishes and

pastries. The prices are far below what you may expect. Lunch for two is

less than $20 and dinner is usually less than $40. Alcohol is not served,

but setup is available.

 +1 423 622 4139  www.theepicureanrestaurant.com/  4301 Ringgold Road, East Ridge TN
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The Acropolis 

"Greek Flavor, American Food"

Chattanooga may be a long way from Greece, but the taste of Athens can

be found at this family-style restaurant. Traditional Greek and

Mediterranean specialties along with the very best Italian and American

cuisine comprise the extensive menu. Choose from char-grilled steak,

fresh seafood, vegetarian entrees, gyros and more. Start with fried

Calamari and end with Baklava or other Greek pastries. Low prices make

this a great choice for families. Quick service and friendly staff make it a

favorite choice for business lunches.

 +1 423 899 5341  2213 Hamilton Place Boulevard, Chattanooga TN
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